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“Yes, you’re right! So the few of us should hurry up and improve our ski

lls. That’s the most important thing on the agenda!” Leon nodded seriou

sly after hearing Ruth’s complaints. 

“That’s easy for you to say! Getting stronger isn’t something that easy,” 

Ruth rolled her eyes at Leon in 

annoyance. 

“That might not be 

true! I have something amazing here that will help our training a lot!” Le

on said with a 

smile. 

“What is it?” Ruth was stunned. Ruth, Iris, and the others immediately lo

oked over at Leon curiously. 

Right after that, Leon took out the Spiritual Pearl right in front of their e

yes. 

“Is this a Luminous Pearl? I wondered what it was. So it’s just a 

regular old Luminous Pearl,” Ruth was disappointed when she looked at 

it. 

Iris and Cynthia were a bit disappointed as well. 

Only Snow had a thoughtful expression on her face. 

When Leon treated Roanne Thompson, she saw Leon using the Spiritual

 Pearl. Only, she stood far outside of the circle, so she did not get a clear 

look. 

So, she did not know what exactly the Spiritual Pearl was or what it was 

used for! 



“This isn’t a Luminous Pearl! This is a treasure that can help a martial ar

tist train, a Spiritual Pearl!” Leon 

explained briefly. 

“A treasure? This thing looks so dim and listless. How could it be a treas

ure?! Leon, are you too bored and just trying to play with me?” Ruth gla

red at Leon unhappily. 

“Don’t be in such a hurry! I’ll let you witness a true treasure!” As Leon s

aid that, he activated the Spiritual 

Pearl. 

Feeling Leon’s immense spiritual energy, the Spiritual Pearl immediatel

y rose into the air, emitting an incredibly radiant light. 

Within the light, there was a surge of immensely strong true energy and 

a wave of incredibly pure and dense spiritual energy! 

Both energies constantly intersected with each other, shocking everyone 

there! 

“I–it’s a treasure!” 

Ruth was stunned at the sight. She could not believe her eyes! 

It was not just her, Iris, Cynthia, and Snow were completely shocked as 

well. They were deeply shaken by the intensely bright light coming from

 the Spiritual Pearl! 

In particular, the four of them could easily guess that it was a true treasur

e when they felt the immense true energy coming from within! 

“What a pure and dense true 

energy! Leon, where did you find something so amazing? You’re just to

o 



capable!” Ruth 

immediately grabbed Leon’s arm as she laughed and jumped around exc

itedly. 

Even though she heard about treasures before, they were just too rare, so

 she never actually saw one. 

It was her first time seeing a true treasure! 

Suddenly, she felt like her eyes were opened to the world! 

“That’s right!” 

“Leon, you’re just amazing!” 

Iris, Cynthia, and Snow were full of praise for Leon as well. 

Iris in particular already knew about how Leon bought his treasure, the 

Mirror of Sovereign from the auction at Seacove City. 

That was not even that long ago, but Leon obtained another treasure! 

He was just too lucky! 

She felt elated for Leon! 
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After the girls had their excitement. 

“This Spiritual Pearl is an incredible treasure that can help in the training

 of a martial artist. Let’s all test it out in the room 

right now!” Leon said with a smile. 

“Yes, alright. The treasure has an incredibly pure and strong true energy 

within it. It will make our training very effective! Let’s 



go. Let’s hurry up and train in the room!” Ruth said eagerly. After that, s

he pulled at Leon’s arm and they went into the room with Iris and the 

others along with the Spiritual Pearl. 

In the room, the Spiritual Pearl floated in the air, not making a sound. 

Leon, Iris, and the others sat on the floor around it. All of them took an 

Energy Nurturing Pill and started to absorb the true energy that was com

ing from the pearl, continuing their training. 

The Spiritual Pearl was an ancient treasure. It did not just have incredibl

y pure true 

energy, but could also absorb the natural spiritual energies in the air for i

ts own use, ensuring that the true energy and spiritual energy within it w

ould never be exhausted! 

That was 

not all! Leon used the royal purple and the Energy Convergence Circle t

o transfer all of the spiritual energy within the mountain 

right into the villa. So, the whole place was filled with pure and dense sp

iritual energy! 

it was With the help of 

that spiritual energy, the Spiritual Pearl was even more lively. The true e

nergy emitting condensed into a visible vortex of energy as it constantly 

moved around Leon, Iris, and the others, greatly increasing the 

efficiency of their training! 

After a long time, with the effects of the Spiritual Pearl and the Energy 

Nurturing Pills, Leon was the first to show any reaction. He suddenly jol

ted as the aura around his body suddenly rose. His power suddenly rose f

rom the intermediate Innate State to the advanced Innate State! 

Right after that 

was Iris. Since Iris was weaker, Leon and her managed to make a breakt



hrough smoothly. She went from the initial Innate State to the intermedi

ate Innate State! 

Compared to Leon and Iris, Cynthia and Snow were not that lucky! 

The two of them just became Supreme Masters not that long ago. Even 

with the help of the Spiritual Pearl and the Energy Nurturing Pills, the t

wo of them were showing no signs of making a breakthrough, even thou

gh they were already not far away from becoming intermediate Supreme

 Masters! 

They would probably need to continue training for some time! 

As for Ruth, she already reached the 

bottleneck of an advanced Supreme Master last time. She was only a sliv

er away from becoming a peak Supreme Master. 

After absorbing the immense power of the Spiritual Pearl and the Energy

 Nurturing Pill, coupled with her immense talent, she quickly showed sig

ns of getting past the bottleneck. 

After that, she trained as she started to attack the bottleneck! 

After a while longer, Leon stabilized his power before he opened his eye

s. 

He saw that Iris and the others were still fully focused on training. So, he

 summoned up his spiritual energy 

and planned on training his sage arts. 

The moment Leon activated his sage arts, the Spiritual Pearl felt his spiri

tual energy and immediately flew on top of his head, emitting an even m

ore intense glow! 

Spiritual energy and true energy might come from the same source, but s

piritual energy was still a level higher in quality! 



The Spiritual Pearl was attracted by his spiritual energy and started to e

mit even more strong and more intense spiritual energy as it continued to

 let out true energy. After that, like a disco ball, he was suddenly fully en

veloped in a light made of spiritual energy! 

At that moment, he turned into the main focus of the five 

of them, while the others became his support. They suddenly formed a st

range balance! 
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“This Spiritual Pearl is just too amazing. It is a superb treasure that can s

upport both martial artists and sage arts practitioners!” 

Leon was elated when he felt the unending spiritual energy that was com

ing from the top of his head. 

After that, like a fish to water, he started to frantically absorb that pure s

piritual energy. His strength rapidly improved! 

Ever since he broke into the intermediate Foundation Phase, he got quite

 a bit stronger with his constant 

training. 

With the help of 

the Spiritual Pearl, his power dramatically increased again. He got direct

ly to the edge of making a breakthrough. He was just a slight 

bit away from the advanced Foundation Phase! 

Unfortunately, he did not feel any signs of making a breakthrough at that

 moment. He was probably just a sliver away! 

Boom! 



Just as Leon was feeling regretful, Ruth finally managed to make her bre

akthrough after unrelenting hard work. The aura around her body started

 to rise rapidly. She got past being an advanced Supreme Master and fir

mly planted herself as a peak Supreme Master! 

“This is amazing! I made another breakthrough!” Ruth smiled happily af

ter she stabilized her power. Her smile was filled with endless happiness. 

Before she met Leon, she was only an initial Supreme Master! 

However, ever since 

she met Leon, her incredible potential in martial arts was 

thoroughly explored. In just a few short months, she became a peak Supr

eme Master! 

Even in the Southern Region, she was no longer considered weak among

 the younger 

generation. At the very least, she could stand up to those of Nigel Scam

mell’s level! 

It was obvious how excited and happy she was! 

“Ruth, congratulations!” Iris, Cynthia, and Snow opened their eyes toget

her, smiling as they congratulated 

Ruth. 

“Ah, it’s so frustrating comparing myself to others!” Leon sighed by the 

side, unable to stop himself from feeling a bit jealous. He did admire Rut

h’s amazing talent! 

However, he was improving quite a bit as well. With the help of the Spir

itual Pearl, his sage arts were already not far away from the advanced Fo

undation Phase. 

The advanced Foundation Phase was equal to the intermediate Overlord 

State! 



Even though he was yet to break into that realm, with his current powers

, his skills improved by quite a lot. At the very least, he 

was already at the level of the initial Overlord State! 

Otherwise, he would not be able to face his ancestors if he compared hi

mself to Ruth! 

“Alright, it’s getting late. You should all return to your rooms to rest!” L

eon said. 

“I don’t want to. This Spiritual Pearl is just so effective! Let me 

train for a bit more!” Ruth rejected it without any hesitation. 

“The true energy within the Spiritual Pearl is inexhaustible, you have ple

nty of chances in the future! Why are you being so impatient?” Leon sai

d. 

“No! When it comes to treasure like this, the first time is usually the mos

t effective. I want to train until the morning!” Ruth insisted. 

“Fine then, it’s up to all of you,” Leon said with a shrug. 

He knew that Ruth was right. The Spiritual Pearl was left behind and bur

ied for thousands of years. 

After the accumulation of those years. The spiritual energy gathered wit

hin the Spiritual Pearl was immensely pure. That was why they had the b

est results the first time they trained! 

If they wanted to use the peal to train again in the 

future, it would no longer be as effective! 

Of course, even so, with the abilities of the pearl, Leon and the others w

ould be training at least a few dozen times faster than other warriors! 
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After that, Iris and the others continued to use the Spiritual Pearl to train.

 Leon instead took out the clear jade and prepared to try carving in Poten

tial Energy Forces. 

It was an incredibly laborious endeavor. He followed what the master ta

ught him, and only got to half of the first one when he felt most of his sp

iritual energy already depleted. His head was already filled with sweat. 

“No wonder he kept on telling me to be careful when 

I do this. It looks like it really consumes a lot of energy.” 

Leon decided to shoulder on and barely managed to finish carving the fir

st one. The core energy in his body 

started to show some losses. 

Even though they were 

not that significant, it would cause even more losses if he continued to c

arve a few 

more. 

Furthermore, other than Ruth, who was already a peak Supreme Master, 

Iris, Cynthia, and Snow were just 

too weak. 

If he wanted to give the truth to them Potential Energy to protect themsel

ves, he would greatly damage his core energy in the process! 

Even if his body was strangely strong, he would probably need at least te

n days to half a month of rest to 

recover. 

“That’s right, don’t I have the Spiritual Pearl?!” 

Leon suddenly thought of the Spiritual Pearl. 



The Spiritual Pearl contained incredibly strong 

Spiritual energy inside that could help him replace his lost Spiritual Ener

gy. If he could use the Spiritual Pearl’s spiritual energy to carve Potentia

l Energy, he would probably be able to reduce his usage of his core ener

gy! 

With that in mind, he immediately took action, absorbing the spiritual en

ergy coming from the Spiritual 

Pearl as he continued. 

“It is useful!” Leon was elated. 

Just like he guessed, with the replenishment from the Spiritual Pearl, the 

second time he carved was much easier than the first, and his core energ

y was damaged a lot less. 

With his 

strong constitution, he would be able to deal with that as long as he did n

ot carve too many too quickly! 

“Leon, what are you doing?” 

Right at that moment, Iris and 

the others finally noticed what Leon was doing after training for quite a 

while. 

“Oh, I’m planning on carving two Potential 

Energy Forces to protect Iris,” Leon explained the situation. briefly. 

“So that’s it!” Iris and the others realized something. 

When they were in Springfield City, all of them saw Leon use Potential 

Energy before. Even though they were a bit curious about what Leon wa

s doing, they were not that surprised. 



“Iris, keep this piece of jade with you. If you encounter any trouble in th

e future, you can use it at any moment,” Leon said as he passed it over to

 Iris. 

At that moment, his skills were already more or less at the level of an ini

tial Overlord State Martial Artist. His Potential Energy should be able to 

hold back anyone lower than that. 

Even though it was far from the level of Master Haslewood, Iris would a

t least be safer with that with her. 

Of course, Iris was his woman. He still wanted to give her a few more, b

ut it did expend his core energy. On top of that, he was still too weak. It 

was pointless even if he did carve a few more! 

Once he got stronger, he would make stronger ones for Iris! 

“Yes, alright,” Iris accepted it, feeling very happy about Leon’s care. 
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“Leon, why is Iris the only one with one? What about Cynthia, Snow, an

d me? You’re so unfair!” Ruth said unhappily. 

“Don’t be in such a hurry! Potential Energy requires good–

quality jade as a vessel. I only had one at the moment, and I don’t have a

ny others!” Once I buy a few more from Mister Westwood tomorrow, 

I’ll carve them for Cynthia and Snow!” Leon answered. 

“That’s more like it!” Ruth smiled in satisfaction. After that, she quickly

 realized something wrong with it,” Hold on, you said Cynthia and Snow

? What about me?” 



“You’re already a peak Supreme Master. You’re not far away from the 

Overlord State! Why would you need the Potential Energy to protect you

? Isn’t that just pointless?!” Leon rolled his eyes and said. 

“No! Iris and the others all have one, so why am I the only one without o

ne? You’re playing favorites!” Ruth said unhappily. 

“I’m just speaking the truth, what do favorites have to do with this?” 

Leon was exasperated. 

“I don’t care! I just want one too. If you don’t give one to me, I’ll pester 

you every day,” Ruth said coldly. 

“Fine then, I’ll just make you a pair as well tomorrow,” Leon felt his 

head hurt, but there was nothing he could do about it. 

Even though the carvings would take some of his core energy, he person

ally experienced how good Ruth was at making people suffer 

before. To prevent Ruth from pestering him, he was forced to agree. 

In the following two days, Leon managed to purchase a few good–

quality jades from Raphael. After that, he used the 

spiritual energy within the Spiritual Pearl and carved 

two Potential Energy Forces each for Cynthia, Snow, and Ruth. 

Other than that, he also managed to get some incredibly rare materials fr

om the Scammells and managed to 

make some Soul Searchers. 

The Soul Searcher was a 

special pill that was made to pursue enemies. The moment an enemy wa

s hit with one of them, he would be able to find them in a short amount o

f time no matter where they hid. 



His main purpose in making those Soul Searchers was to deal with the ei

ght from the Criminal list! 

The eight of them were very cold and concealing 

themselves and hiding. If he could find any clues or happen. to meet the

m, then they would not be able to escape with the Soul Searchers! 

On the other hand, thanks to the Thompsons, Cynthion Group’s branch a

nd the Energy Nurturing Pills were quickly known throughout the South

ern Region in the next two days! 

In particular, the Energy Nurturing Pills were not just able to speed up th

e training for those at the peak Emperor State and below, but they could 

even help increase the efficiency of getting through bottlenecks. Its amaz

ing effects immediately caused huge waves among ancient martial arts f

amilies! 

The Scammells took the chance to announce with the Thompsons as wel

l. 

Even though the Scammells were not as influential and powerful as the 

Thompsons, they managed to help! 

That was not all, since Cynthion Group’s 

branch was once under the Scammell banner and Iris was related 

to the Scammells, many of the ancient martial arts families mistakenly b

elieved that Cynthion Group’s branch belonged to the Scammells! 

The Scammells were seen as being able to make pills that help with train

ing, and even the Thompsons helped them with marketing. It quickly cau

sed many of the ancient martial arts families to 

look at the Scammells in a different light! 

The Scammells took the chance to bolster their reputation! 
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It was the morning of Cynthion Group’s sales drive. 

The company was filled with people. Various luxury 

cars lined up the front. There were an unending number of rich heirs and

 scions there for the sales drive, so it was incredibly busy. 

However, none of them were sure if the effects of the Energy Nurturing 

Pills were real or if the Thompsons made it sound more amazing than it 

was. 

Many of the ancient martial arts families within the Southern Region onl

y sent out some of the younger direct descendants to 

the sales drive. On one hand, it was to show respect to the Thompsons, o

n the other hand, they were also there to see if word about Cynthion Gro

up’s branch and the Energy Nurturing Pills were 

real! 

Behind the scenes, Leon and the girls, as well as Damian and Penny wer

e gathered. 

Since the Southern Region’s ancient martial arts families mistakenly beli

eved Cynthion Group’s branch for being under the Scammells and 

the Thompsons were helping the group out, the Scammells managed to t

ake advantage of the situation, earning themselves quite 

a bit of a good reputation. 

Of course, the Scammells did not just benefit 

from that and did nothing. To express their gratitude to Leon, Damian br

ought over a few dozen disciples and guards from the family, helping Cy

nthion Group keep the peace and order. 

It happened to solve Cynthion Group’s problem of not having enough pe

rsonnel! 



“Leon, it’s almost time. Are the Thompsons not coming?” Damian could

 not help but ask. 

He came over both to help Leon maintain order and to try and get famili

ar with the Thompsons through 

Leon. 

“I don’t know. I think they’re not here yet,” Leon shook his head. 

“Could they not be coming?” Leon asked with concern. 

“There’s no way! Mister Thompson and Mister Westwood have already 

agreed to attend. The two of them are planning 

on buying some Energy Nurturing Pills during the sales drive! If there ar

e no surprises, they’ll be here today,” Leon answered 

“Mister Wolf is right!” 

“Sorry for being late!” 

At that moment, a carefree laugh was suddenly heard. Yuri and Raphael 

both walked over backstage with a few guards. 

Leon, Damian, and the others walked forward to welcome Yuri and Rap

hael. 

“Uncle, let me introduce you. This is the heir of the Thompsons, Yuri, w

hile this is Raphael, the heir of the Westwoods!” 

“Mister Thompson, Mister Westwood, this is my uncle, Damian Scamm

ell,” Leon made some introductions since Damian asked him to a 

few days ago. 

Yuri and Raphael knew that Leon was related 

to the Scammells. From Leon’s introductions, both of them immediately 

guessed that Damian was in line to inherit the family. 



“Mister Scammell, a pleasure to meet you,” Yuri and Raphael greeted. 

Yuri in particular already treated Leon as a friend despite his noble statu

s after Leon saved Roanne’s life and cured Roanne’s sickness. 

Damian was Leon’s family, so he would not throw his weight around in 

front of Damina. 

“Mister Thompson, Mister Westwood, you’re too kind,” Damian said wi

th a smile, feeling very happy. 

With Leon’s introductions, it would be much easier for the Scammells to

 get closer to the Thompsons! 

“Also, this 

is my girlfriend, Iris Young,” Leon introduced the girls to Yuri and Raph

ael. 
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“That-” 

When they saw Iris and the others with their gorgeous 

looks, Yuri and Raphael’s 

eyes widened. They were so shocked their jaws almost dropped to the gr

ound! 

Yuri in particular already saw Snow before. When he saw Snow, he was 

absolutely amazed. 

Yet, he never expected that Leon 

would have three other equally beautiful women by his side other than S

now! 

All four of them were like angels on earth. They all had their points of b

eauty! 



Suddenly, he found himself shocked! 

After he recovered from the shock, Yuri and Raphael exchanged greetin

gs with the girls. 

Probably because he met Snow first, Yuri already fancied Snow a little. I

n the end, he could not resist casting a few more glances at Snow. 

Unfortunately, Snow’s expression remained calm as water. She did not r

eact at all. 

He could not stop himself from feeling a bit disappointed! 

“Leon, it’s about time for the sales drive, let’s all head out,” Cynthia sai

d without any delay. 

“Yes, let’s go!” Leon nodded. 

After that, all of them left backstage. 

At the sales drive, a luxurious stage was temporarily erected at the comp

any’s main hall. 

Since Leon planned on staying behind the scenes, he left Cynthia and Iri

s to be in charge of the sales drive. 

As for him, Cynthia and Ruth took charge of maintaining order around t

he venue with the guards Damian brought over. 

At that moment, the sales drive officially started after all of the guests st

arted to arrive! 

Cynthia and Iris both had luxurious gowns on. They quickly stepped on t

he stage. 

Their looks 

and noble demeanor were accentuated by the dresses. They looked 

like angels who descended 



from the heavens. 

“How beautiful!” 

“Who are these gorgeous women? Why have we never seen them in the 

Southern Region before?!” 

Iris and Cynthia’s appearances immediately caused quite a stir. 

The young 

men beneath the stage were all staring right at Cynthia and Iris. They co

uld not help themselves from feeling amazed. 

Even though there were many amazing beauties in 

the Southern Region, Cynthia, and Iris‘ looks were in a league of their o

wn! 

It was their first time seeing any woman that beautiful, and they met two

 at the same time! 

It was obvious how shocked they were. They were deeply impacted! 

“Thank you everyone for taking part in Cynthion Group’s sales drive.” 

“Let me introduce myself, I am the president of Cynthion Group, Cynthi

a Shear.” 

Cynthia gave a brief opening speech. Her 

voice was incredibly melodious. 

After that, under her instructions, the Sharp brothers led the ladies who h

ad the Energy Nurturing Pills and Pure Energy Pills up the stage, showin

g them to everyone. 

The show was finally about to start! 
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“Let me introduce everyone. This is an Energy Nurturing Pill. It can incr

ease the speed and quality of a martial artist’s training. Other than that, E

nergy Nurturing Pills are split into three types. The best types are the pre

mium Energy Nurturing Pills. There are around two thousand of them. T

he price is set at forty–five thousand dollars a pill.” 

“The second type is the first grade Energy Nurturing Pills, there are abou

t six thousand of them. The price is set at thirty thousand dollars a pill.” 

“The third type is the second grade Energy Nurturing Pills, there are thirt

een thousand of them and they are fifteen thousand dollars each.” 

Cynthia knew that the scions in front of her were all basically there for t

he Energy Nurturing Pills, so she briefly explained the situation. 

In truth, Cynthion Group was only selling Advanced Energy Nurturing P

ills this time, they were even better than the basic ones. 

However, since the pills cost more or less the same as before, they sold t

hem at the same price. 

The only difference was that they were also 

selling premium Energy Nurturing Pills this time. 

Normally, premium Energy Nurturing Pills needed a main component th

at was at least three hundred years old. The Southern Region was full of 

resources. Compared to Springfield City, it was much easier to get a mai

n component at that level. 

Leon made over three thousand premium Energy Nurturing Pills during t

he last few days. He left some for himself while he decided to sell the ot

hers. 

“In the end, the Energy Nurturing Pills are limited. There are only about 

twenty thousand 



of them. You need. them, then quickly raise your hand. If you’re too late

, then you won’t get any!” Cynthia added. 

“The pills are not too expensive!” 

“But, we’ve never heard about any pills that can help with a martial 

artist’s training before this. Are the pills effective?” 

Everyone was quite uncertain after hearing Cynthia’s introductions. Quit

e a few of them started to voice out some questions. 

“There’s no way it’s effective!” 

A cold laugh was suddenly heard at that moment. A middle–

aged man with an impressive aura, but with his arm in a sling, walked ov

er. 

That man was the subordinate of the Southern Boss, the Black Gorilla! 

The Southern Boss and the Thompsons never got along. Since the Thom

psons helped market this pill, many of the ancient martial arts families w

ould show the Thompsons some respect, but the 

Southern Boss absolutely would not! 

The Southern Boss did not plan on sending anyone over at all. 

However, the Energy Nurturing Pills just sounded too good. They could 

change the entire power structure of 

the Southern Region. For the sake of safety, he still sent out the Black G

orilla in the end, wanting to see if the pills were real. 

Of course, he was already insulting the Thompsons by not sending a dire

ct disciple, but a crippled 

subordinate like the Black Gorilla! 



“Everyone, just think about it! If these pills can enhance a warrior’s train

ing, then they must be very  

expensive. How could it be worth mere thousands?! There’s no way suc

h a great effect would come with such a low price!” The Black Gorilla s

aid with a sneer. 

“Yes, that’s right!” 

“Nothing good comes cheap. There has to 

be something wrong with the Energy Nurturing Pills!” 

Everyone looked like they woke up from a dream as they agreed. 

They already wondered if the Thompsons deliberately exaggerated thing

s in the first palace. After hearing the Black Gorilla say that, many of the

m started to question the effects of the Energy Nurturing Pills even 

more. 
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“I think these pills are just a scam Cynthion Group worked with the Tho

mpsons for. They just want a quick buck! Everyone, you mustn’t fall for 

their tricks!” The Black Gorilla said with a cold voice. He looked please

d. 

A few days ago in the black market, Thompson broke his arms when he t

ried to steal Leon’s treasure. 

One of them was too heavily injured and was yet to recover! 

Because of that, he still hated the Thompsons to the core! 

At that moment, there was no way he would not hate the Thompsons! 



So, he was deliberately trying to cause trouble. He wanted to take the ch

ance to disrupt the sales drive of Cynthion Group as well. Since the Tho

mpsons were tied to Cynthion Group, the Thompsons would be deeply e

mbarrassed if the sales drive failed! 

Then, he would not just be able to get his revenge, he would even be rew

arded when the Southern Boss found 

out about it! 

It was the perfect situation! 

“What a load of crap! Black Gorilla, how dare you insult our family in p

ublic! I guess you’re already sick of living!” 

Yuri was furious when he heard that in the crowd. 

After that, he and Raphael walked over imperiously with their guards. 

Feeling the murderous intent coming from Yuri, the Black Gorilla shran

k back a little, unable to stop himself from being a bit scared. 

However, he remembered that he had the Southern Boss behind him, so 

he quickly found his courage as he straightened his back, saying, “What?

 Mister Thompson, are you trying to mask your embarrassment with ang

er after your scheme was exposed by me?!” 

“You!” 

Yuri was truly furious at that 

moment. He felt like killing the Black Gorilla in one blow. 

However, he knew he could not do that. 

The Black Gorilla was deliberately twisting the truth, and many of the sc

ions were convinced by him! 



If he suddenly attacked the Black Gorilla, it was very possible everyone 

would think he was trying to silence the truth. 

Then, if it caused Cynthion Group’s sales drive to go up in smoke, how 

was he supposed to explain things to Leon? 

Since that was the case, he was forced to bear the anger and ignore the B

lack Gorilla. 

“Everyone, listen to me. I’ve already tried these Energy Nurturing Pills 

myself. The effects are amazing! I’ll stake the 

name of the Thompsons and assure you that the Energy Nurturing Pills a

ren’t just able to increase the speed of a martial artist’s training, they als

o help the efficiency in making breakthroughs! All of you can 

relax!” Yuri said. He injected some energy into his voice, so the whole v

enue could hear him. 

“That,” Everyone was immediately stirred when they heard that. 

The Thompsons stood at the helm of the various major ancient martial ar

ts families in the Southern Region. The fact that Yuri was putting their n

ame on the line caused a lot of people to start to get convinced. They felt

 themselves believing the effects of the Energy Nurturing Pills even mor

e. 

“What a joke! You Thompsons have already tied to the Cyntion Group a

nyway. What’s the point of your assurances? On top of that, making bre

akthroughs is something incredibly difficult. No matter how amazing the

se Energy Nurturing Pills are, there’s no way they’d be able to help with 

that! Do you think we’re all children here?!” The Black Gorilla sneered i

n disdain. 
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“Yes, the Black Gorilla’s right!” 

“The Energy Nurturing Pills being able to increase the speed of training 

is one thing, but there’s no way it can increase the chances of making a b

reakthrough!” 

“That’s right, it’s even so cheap. There’s no 

way something so amazing exists!” 

Everyone was once again following the Black Gorilla. All of them starte

d 

to suspect Yuri’s assurances and the effects of the Energy Nurturing Pill

s, feeling like Yuri was probably just lying! 

“You can believe what you want!” 

Yuri was angered. He 

decided to just ignore the Black Gorilla and the crowd, walking right ont

o the stage. 

Right after that, Raphael followed him as well. 

“Miss Shear, the Thompsons will purchase a thousand premium Energy 

Nurturing Pills!” 

“The Westwoods will purchase a thousand as well!” 

Both Yuri and Raphael said consecutively. 

The two of them came over to the sales drive to buy the Energy Nurturin

g Pills. So, they planned on setting an example for everyone. If the crow

d still refuse to believe the effects, then there was nothing they could do. 

“Mister Westwood, Mister Thompson, I’m very sorry, but we’re limiting

 the amount everyone can purchase to five hundred,” Cynthia said after s

ome hesitation. 



When they were in Springfield City, Cynthion Group always limited eac

h family to buying two hundred pills. 

However, since the materials were much easier to access in the Southern

 Region, Cynthia, and Leon decided to raise the limitations, increasing it 

to five hundred pills. 

“Then, I’ll purchase five hundred pills for 

now!” Yuri said after some thought. 

Leon already told him a few days ago that they could not consume too m

any Energy Nurturing Pills at a time. Five hundred Energy Nurturing Pil

ls should be enough for them to use for the moment. After that, he could 

just purchase more when Cynthion Group made another batch. 

Raphael thought the same way as well. Both Yuri and Raphael immediat

ely bought five hundred premium Energy Nurturing Pills. 

Gulp! 

After 

getting the pills, Yuri did not hesitate at all. He immediately ate one. 

The last time, to test the effects of the Energy Nurturing Pills, he took on

e of them. With the help of that premium Energy Nurturing Pill, the bottl

eneck he faced at that moment started to loosen a bit. 

After waiting for a few days, he finally managed to purchase the Energy 

Nurturing Pills that he 

wanted. He would naturally want to use one immediately to see if he cou

ld gain even more insight! 

Just as he guessed, with the premium Energy Nurturing Pill’s pure energ

y surging into his core, bottleneck that was already loose in the first plac

e started to show signs of making a breakthrough! 

the 



“Raphael, help me keep guard!” 

Yuri’s expression changed. After that, he did not even care 

that he was in public as he immediately sat down 

and started to channel his energy. 

“Wow, he sure is good at acting! Mister Thompson, it’s such a waste tha

t you aren’t an actor with 

your talents!” The Black Gorilla laughed beneath the stage. The mocker

y in his voice was incredibly evident. 

The others were the same. They saw that Yuri deliberately took an Energ

y Nurturing Pill in public, then acted like the pill was very effective and 

immediately started training. 

It felt like a complete sham to them! 

Suddenly, they were even more suspicious of Yuri’s assurances. Practica

lly all of them felt that Yuri was just acting! 

 

 


